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S. O. ROBSON 

KAKAWIN RECONSIDERED: TOWARD A 
THEORY OF OLD JAVANESE POETICS 

I Introduction 
Indonesia's own ancient literature, Old Javanese, known in Bali as 
Kawi, is a subject not only of great intrinsic interest but is also of 
importance as a chapter from the cultural history of the Indonesian 
people. Its study has been carried on since the second half of the 
nineteenth century, first in The Netherlands, but more recently also 
in other parts of the world. As a result worthwhile advances have been 
made, but a great deal remains to be done. This is evident from the 
smal1 number of texts available in print, and the even smaller number 
available in a reliable edition with translation. In view of these vast 
gaps, it is no wonder that a history of Javanese literature - of which 
Old Javanese is a part - has not yet been written. 

A first step in the direction of a history of Old Javanese literature 
was taken by Zoetmulder in 1974 with his Kalangwan, A Survey of 
Old Javanese Literature, in which he arranges the major works of 
belles-lettres in a satisfying chronological order. (Only one dating, that 
of the Ramäyana, cannot be accepted, see below.) His chronological 
order is based on the mention of the names of kings who are known 
from dated inscriptions, and this provides the framework needed for 
viewing each work against its proper background, the underlying 
thought here being that a literary work is not something floating free 
in time and space, but rather something created at a particular point 
of time and in a certain place, as this may have important consequences 
for our appreciation of that work. 

A further step, which has not yet been taken and probably cannot 
yet be taken, is to use that chronological framework as a basis for 
describing the development of a genre, by studying texts in order to 

- look for influences of one author on another, for example, or to find 
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292 S. O. Robson 

out whether there have existed schools or traditions among the writers 
of Old Javanese. Only when a move in this direction has been made 
can we begin to think of a "history" of Old Javanese literature. 

But there are several more desiderata for an adequate account of 
Old Javanese literature. 

The first is a "sociology" of Old Javanese. We have to ask for 
whom and by whom a work was created before we can answer the 
question of what it was supposed to achieve. This is no mere deter- 
minism, and does not fail to give credit to the innovative genius or 
creative originality of an author by making him simply a reaction to 
social stimuli, but strives to view him as a human being in the company 
of other human beings, al1 of whom share a living cultural tradition. 
Just like other forms of art, literature can tel1 US something of their 
hopes, ideals, and even fears, providing we are able to interpret it 
properly (Teeuw 1980:778). But the artistic product can also be seen 
to have a more direct, functional relation with the particular social 
milieu in which it was created, depending on our conception of the 
relation between culture and society. 

The second is a hypothesis to explain the nature and function of 
the kakawin in particular. On the one hand this should be based on 
a theory of the generation of significance in poetry, and on the other 
be firmly founded on the Javanese data, especially the terminology 
used and the indications given in the works concerned. This wil1 in 
turn have to be linked with conclusions on the sociological setting of 
literary activities. 

And thirdly, we have to be able to give an adequate account of what 
makes poetry what it is, rather than, say, metrical prose. Zoetmulder 
has already pointed the way here $y drawing attention to what poets 
themselves say about their work, especially in the introductory stanzas. 
The technique of kakawin seems to owe much to Sanskrit literature 
- but not everything, and so for the theory of aesthetics it is perhaps 
also not correct to rely too heavily on what the Indian textbooks teach 
about rasa and dhvani. If we may assume that a poem is something 
meant to be enjoyed, something meant to give pleasure to its audience, 
then we are obliged to ask how the poet set about the task and how 
he imagined he would achieve his aim. Such an investigation should, 
of course, be undertaken with as starting-point the culture within 
which the art of poetry ibelongs, the Javanese, rather than running 
the risk of imposing foreign standards and concepts (see Teeuw 
1980:782). 

I1 King and court 
A number of the works of Old Javanese literature mention the names 
of kings, more specifically those rulers who commissioned their 
writing. This suggests immediately that the kings had an interest in 
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literature or that it was important to them in some way. If this is sol 
then it may be useful to look at the origins of Javanese literature and 
the nature of Javanese kingship, in order to find out what kind of 
connection links them. 

Reviewing the story of Javanese literature from the beginning in- 
evitably raises the questions of where it came from and how much of 
it is borrowed and how much indigenous. A condition for a written 
literature is the possession of a system of writing; Javanese does have 
a script, derived from one used in South India in the 5th century - 
no trace of an indigenous script has been found. The fact that its 
vehicle, the script, was borrowed from India may already tel1 us 
something about Javanese literature. However, one has to be careful 
about drawing conclusions because of the observation that many 
Indonesian peoples, ones who have not been mdirectly influenced by 
Indian civilization, still have traditional oral literatures, some of them 
very extensive. An example often quoted is the literature of the Ngaju 
Dayak of south-eastern Kalimantan. Hence it would seem highly im- 
probable that the Javanese too did not have an oral literature - not 
only before the introduction of a script, but also after it. 

Clearly there can be no records of such an oral literature in ancient 
Java, but there is nevertheless solid evidence to lbe found in inscriptions 
issued by early kings. These inscriptions give a picture of a complex, 
highly organized society, containing many specialist groups which are 
listed, although often it is difficult to discover what kind of trade, 
craft or official position is meant, 

One of the terms found there is widu. The meaning of this is, 
however, fairly clear, as it is related to the Malay bidu and biduan, 
"a singer at a shamanistic seance". The word widu is thus indigenous 
Javanese, that is, it is not taken from Sanskrit or some other foreign 
language, and so we can assume that the widu's work too was of an 
indigenous origin. A widu's activities are clarified by a verb following 
the noun; thus we find the widu mangidung, the widu who sings 
songs - seeing that "song" and "poetry" are the Same concept in 
Java, here we have evidence of the performance of poetical texts. In 
later literary sources we also find widu amacangah; amacangah means 
to recite tales of the past, perhaps in the form of genealogies. And 
finally we have the expression widu mawayang, found in the Old 
Javanese Rämäyana (24.1 12), a text datable to the middle of the 9th 
century. From this it seems that the widu also performed a kind of 
drama, possibly the Same as the shadow-theatre of today.. The context 
where the words are found suggests that the widu mawayang was 
"homeless and unattached" and did not stand in particularly high 
regard. Probably alongside the sophisticated written literature of 
which the Rämäyana itself is an example there also existed a repertoire 
performed by lowly practitioners wandering the countryside. 
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In connection with the character of the widu, the term kidung 
(which is the root of the mangidung above) desewes further mention. 
This is the name of the genre of poetry found in Middle Javanese, 
but it also has another meaning, in which it is still used in Modern 
Javanese. Here it can refer to a special sort of poem that has magical 
powers for protecting people from danger and illness when recited. 
It is possible that this specific meaning is a survival from earlier times, 
in contrast to the more genera1 meaning as applied to works in Middle 
Javanese, although there, too, works are found that claim to be 
effective in warding off misfortune. This being so, it appears that the 
terrain of the widu was one that linked ritual, drama and the deeds 
of ancestors, likening him to the figure of the dalang (a term found 
only once in Old Javanese) who performs wayang and exorcises today. 
These obsewations may ~be useful for an appreciation of written 
Javanese literature as it developed in later times. 

Now a survey of Old Javanese literature shows that not only its 
script but also its themes are to a large extent taken from or inspired 
by Indian models. In view of the probable existence of an indigenous 
Javanese literature, albeit oral, this iborrowing of literary themes from 
a foreign source is a problem that needs to be explained. What rele- 
vance could Indian themes possibly have had to a Javanese setting? 

It is because of our Western background that we tend to think in 
terms of clearly defined fields and to put such things as social orga- 
nization, the arts and religion int0 separate categories, each with its 
own label. However, in the case of Javanese civilization this is mis- 
leading, as the three fields mentioned above are just aspects of one 
complex of thought, one which can be called "Indism". 

Thus the term Indism as used here does not apply simply to Hin- l 

duism, as within the field of religion it does not exclude Buddhism, l 

for example. It denotes everything that was taken from India and 
subsequently took root in Java. But how did this Indism come to Java? 

The basic unit of Javanese society has always been the village. Each 
village had its head, in Old Javanese inscriptions and lawbooks called 
the räma, "father", of the village. However, it appears that there also 
existed a form of kingship or chieftainship, as indicated by the indi- 
genous term ratu. This lbelongs to an early layer of Austronesian 
culture, as can be seen for example from the fact that it occurs, in 
this form, as far away as Fiji. The ratu was head of a social grouping 
of a wider scope than the village, the territoria1 unit, although whether 
this was of a religious nature or based on commcm descent is unknown. 
The term would be a common one for "king" in Old Javanese; others 
are haji and the numerous loanwords from Sanskrit such as nätha, 
narapafi, and prabhu. 

The main result of acculturation with India was that the institution 
of the ratu became Indianized; in other words, it seems that only 
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those aspects of Indian civilization were borrowed that were relevant 
to kingship. This is probably because the upper class, which was 
already in a position of power, sought to enhance its power further 
&y taking over a foreign cult from a source that possessed a high 
degree of prestige. Indian kingship is not merely a system of politica1 
control, but has religious aspects; or better, it is an aspect of religion. 
The king is a deity on earth, and has the function of one. Further, 
a king can only be consecrated by means of the proper ritual, per- 
formed by Brahman priests; having been created he can only do his 
work on earth with their help, and having passed away he needs 
priests to carry on his cult in the temple. 

It is via the idea of the king as incarnation of a god, e.g. Siwa or 
Wisnu, that the people of early Java then becarne acquainted with the 
Indian pantheon. Inscriptions and works of literature abound with 
epithets applied to kings describing them as incarnations of the gods. 
It was the Brahmans who brought this concept who also introduced 
the Sanskrit literary sources that support it, namely the epics Mahä- 
bhärata and Rämäyana as well as certain of the Puränas. The Mahä- 
bhärata is particularly important in this connection, because Javanese 
kings regarded the Pändawas, themselves the sons of gods, as their 
predecessors in ancient times,l and later the idea grew that they were 
even descendants of the Pändawas. The Pändawas were a kind of 
primeval model of kingship, so that the Mahäbhärata, which relates 
their story, can be regarded as mythology in this sense. In Sanskrit too 
the epic has the authority of sacred tradition with the function of 
teaching the dharma, i.e. the duties pertaining to the social classes, 
the warrior class in particular (Macdonell 19 17:286). 

Such a rather specific interest in Sanskrit sources explains some 
curious gaps in Old Javanese literature, as compared with Sanskrit, 
showing that it is by no means merely a copy of Sanskrit. For instance, 
certain categories of work, such as the Vedas, Brähmanas, Upanishads 
and Sutras, which are closely linked with Brahmanic ritual and philo- 
sophy, are not represented in Old Javanese. The term weda is known, 
but the word upanigd is found nowhere. A genre that was very in- 
fluential, on the other hand, is the käwya or "artificial court epic", 
which retells stories taken from the epics and which inspired the Old 
Javanese kakawin. 

Buddhism was also introduced into Java at an early date and 
flourished in particular under the Sailendra Dynasty (8th-9th century) 
and the Singhasari-Majapahit Dynasty (13th-15th cent.). Although 
Buddhism was served by Buddhist and not Brahman priests, it too was 
linked with the cult of kingship, as a king could equally well be 
regarded as an incamation of the Buddha. Even so, Buddhism remained 
somewhat esoteric and intellectual, and thus the worship of Buddhas 
was not widely practised in early Java outside the court, and literature 
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of a distinctly Buddhist inspiration is lirnited to only a few examples. 
Apart from the art of literature, another of which visible remains 

survive from early times is architecture - more specifically temples 
built in stone, ranging in date from the 8th up to the 15th century, 
and found distributed over a wide area of Central and East Java. These 
buildings, commonly called "temples", are in Javanese termed candi. 
But it appears that they were not intended as places of public worship 
like an Indian temple. Instead, they are linked with the worship of 
deceased kings, who were enshrined in the capdi after death and iden- 
tified with the deity whose image was placed in the chamber. Probably 
in this way the king, who once ruled on earth and was later reabsorbed 
int0 the essence of the deity of whom he had been an incarnation, 
could continue to make his magical power available for the benefit of 
the world. Do literature and architecture have anything in common? 
The hypothesis being put forward here is that just as the candi was 
built to serve a royal cult, so also literature had a function connected 
with the institution of kingship. In other words, they are equally 
products of the Same court culture, which existed to support this 
particular type of social organization. Without a king there is no court, 
and without a court there is no court culture, and without a court 
culture there is no written literature. 

At this point we need to introduce more definition int0 the picture 
of the organization of society, in particular who constituted together 
with the king "court society", and who belonged to non-court society. 
In this way we may gain more insight int0 the ideological background 
of the court literature. 

It is evident that there existed a special relationship between the 
king and the Brahmans, in particular the royal priest, as neither could 
function without the other. The royal priest was called purohita or 
brahmaräja. This relationship is expressed and emphasized in various 
literary works in Old and Middle Javanese, from early up to later 
times. In particular, it seems to have been rhe priest's task to instruct 
the king in his dudes in the world, and it is in such passages that we 
find an interesting exposition of the theories of the function of the 
king that were held in early Java. 

The essential counterpart of the king is of course his subjects, and 
this raises the question of the organization of society. The Indian 
system of "castes" was at least known in Java, as appears for example 
from the teachings of Agastya in the Old Javanese prose work Aga- 
styaparwa. The term used is caturwarna, "the four classes", and these 
are listed as Brähmana, Ksatriya, WaiSya and Südra. Each has its own 
duties and should not intermarry with the others; the Südras are subject 
to the other three. To what extent this was more than mere theory in 
Java is unclear, but it corresponds with the situation that has existed 
in Bali up to the present day. According to this work, the duties of the 
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Ksatriya, the rank of royalty, are as follows: 
"They should be kind to the world; protect the poor and needy, and 

do away with the impurities of the world; they should be heroes in 
battle, should ~be heroically generous, should obey the teachings of the 
Scriptures, and should pay homage to the Brahmans. Such is to be the 
conduct of the Ksatriya" (Gonda 1933-36:396-398). 

In many literary works there are lengthy passages which set out the 
duties of a king, in the form of teaching offered at a particular turn 
of the story. This is in keeping with the nature of literature as Sästra, 
teaching. We are shown that the supreme duty of a member of the 
Ksatriya class, a king in particular, is not to seek release from the 
world, but rather to concern himself with it, with its protection and 
preservation from al1 manner of evil. This is expressed in several of 
the Sanskrit terms for "king", also in Javanese, which mean simply 
"protector (of men)", emphasizing the relationship between the king 
and his subjects as one comparable to that between the God Wisnu, 
the Preserver, and mankind. 

On the other hand, a large proportion of literary works in Javanese, 
while not treating of kingship as an institution directly, nevertheless 
have taken as theme the adventures of kings and queens, princes and 
princesses, and others living with them at court. In this sense the idea 
of kingship can be said to have supplied much of the inspiration for 
literature, and this is understandable in view of the fact that kingship 
was the central principle of Javanese social organization, in that the 
royal family stood at the pinnacle of a hierarchy ranging downwards to 
the humblest farmer and to the inhabitant of the furthest village. 

If producing and appreciating literature is an activity limited to a 
certain section of society, then conclusions drawn from it must also 
be restricted. The Javanese literature written at court cannot be ex- 
pected to reflect Javanese society as a whole. The mass of the people, 
who only occasionally had anything to do with the court, are scarcely 
mentioned, although it is true that sometimes scenes from agricultural 
life are found in court literature, in connection with someone's journey 
through the countryside. So it comes as a surprise that there is another 
side to the coin, revealed by another kind of work, not strictly speaking 
to lbe reckoned as literature, but even so of special interest from a 
sociological point of view. These texts are the law texts, and a good 
example is the Kutara Manawa: for example, from its many provisions 
relating to debt slavery it shows that this was a common institution in 
early Java. Yet another angle on the life of ordinary people can be 
found in a religious text of the type of the Tantu Panggelaran which 
relates, among various things, the origins of the religious communities 
which were scattered across the countryside. Documents that can give 
a glimpse int0 other corners of Javanese society 'are the inscriptions 
containing grants of tax-concessions made by the king for the benefit 
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of religious or other communities located outside the court. Finally, a 
group of which little is heard but which undoubtedly was important 
is that of the traders and foreigners who lived in Java. 

To court society should be reckoned as belonging not only members 
of the immediate royal family and their noble cousins, together with 
ministers and high-ranking religious officials, but also the servants of 
al1 ranks - in short al1 the inhabitants of the puri or kahtwan, the 
royal residence. It is not easy to draw a sharp geographical line, as 
many inhabitants of the nagara, the capital, living nearby the palace, 
wil1 probably have been attracted from the surrounding oountryside 
and yet cannot be said to have participated in "court culture". But on 
the other hand, there were also courtiers who had retired from "the 
world" and were living a religious life in a monastery or hermitage, 
probably not too far from the capita1 and perhaps not completely out 
of touch with their former life at court. A common contrast is that 
made between the sophisticated man of the capita1 and the rustic from 
the country. 

An informative glimpse of cultural life in the inner apartments of 
the palace is provided by two stanzas from the unpublished kakawin 
Sumanasäntaka written by Mpu Monaguna around 1200. This shows 
not only how the arts were cultivated there, but also that women were 
by no means excluded and in fact were wel1 to the fore. Canto 41, 
stanza 1: 

"It was the custom of the princess to distinguish her attendants 
and ladies-in-wating 
If they were skilled at playing musical instruments and singing, 
and if they were good at solo introductions, by giving them an 
arm-band; 
But if their ski11 increased, they were given a headdress and a 
necklace to mark their superiority, 
And when they had become a Poet their skills as such were 
acknowledged by giving them a collar of metal. 

(Stanza 2:) 
Al1 of them came before her wearing their insignia - young and 
charming maidens beautiful and gifted; 
Courteously and sweetly she spoke: 'Those with headdresses and 
necklaces have just become Poets in verse, 
So twenty in number are those who wear the collar for mastery 
of letters, scholarship and the art of dancing, 
But only Lady Jayaluh is considered the best, and so she may 
wear a medallion of gold and gems as a sign that she is the 
leader'." 

In another place (Robson 1979:300-302) I have shown how later, 
in the Majapahit period, the practice of the arts at court was insti- 
tutionalized in the sense of being entrusted to one of the four highest 
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servants of the king, the Dëmang, who had responsibility for organizing 
activities in the fields of music, dancing and literature, among others. 
This shows that literature stood in high regard, as much as the other 
arts favoured at the court. 

And so the kawis, poets (mentioned in the passage quoted above), 
formed a group at court; probably their duties included recitations 
from the classics on special occasions, but their most senior member, 
often called "the king's poet" (kawi räjya or kawi nagara),2 probably 
got the commissions for composing new poems, a special honour given 
only to the most accomplished. 

Given, then, that literature was an art practised at court in early 
Java, and given that it was created by poets for their king, we still 
have to demonstrate in an explicit way how the poets conceived of 
their work and how they imagined that they would be able to serve 
their king with what they wrote. 

I11 Kakawin: significance and function 
M. Riffaterre (1978) has developed a theory of the "semiotics of 
poetry" based on his study of 19th and 20th century French poetry 
which can perhaps provide the foundation for a better understanding 
of Old Javanese poetry as well. Following Riffaterre, we can make a 
distinction between "meaning" and "significance", the former made 
up of a oonstantly shifting sequence of semantic units and based on 
the referentiality of language, whereas "from the standpoint of signi- 
ficance the text is one semantic unit". A fundamental assumption is 
that a poem expresses ideas indirectly, that is, "a poem says one thing 
and means another", so that on this point the opinion of Teeuw and 
Uhlenbeck (1958:222), "Maar dat er meer staat dan er staat, lijkt ons 
niet aannemelijk", is in need of review. 

The significance of a poem can only be discovered after a reading 
of the text from beginning to end, because it is unified by reference to 
one point, which is not expressed but could ,be formulated in a single 
sentence, a phrase or even just a word. This can be termed the matrix 
from which the poetical text is generated. The matrix is not identical 
with the title. The text is a circuit around or projection from the 
significance, and the title is no more than a sign-post telling in which 
direction the text proceeds. The significance can be discovered by 
mapping the contours of the text, including its forma1 articulations, 
as carried foward Cby the dynamic interplay of events and characters 
which is called plot. But at the Same time it is possible that the author, 
not wishing to leave US al1 alone in the dark, will give an explicit 
formulation of his message either at the beginning or  at the end of 
the text, or will provide a pointer embedded somewhere in the text, 
recognizable by its unexpectedness or incongruousness. It  is only in 
retrospect that the text can be integrated int0 a semantic whole, and 
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when this has been done the resulting conclusion can be checked 
against whatever clues the author has given. 

The structural analysis of poetical texts in Javanese (or any other 
language) has to take account of the organic unity of the text - an 
idea in fact as old as Aristotle. Nothing may be added, subtracted or 
moved, because every part has its role in relation to the others and 
cannot function without them. This has sometimes been forgotten by 
scholars who looked for the message of a kakawin in a particular 
passage, instead of asking what part that passage plays in the work as 
a whole. 

Old Javanese poetry has been called kakawin, and that convention 
is continued here. There is at least no danger of misunderstanding, as 
there is no other kind - the kidung, which uses an entirely different 
metrical system, is Middle Javanese. The prosody of Old Javanese 
poetry is based on the principle of quantity, a system borrowed from 
Sanskrit poetry. The metres of Old Javanese wil1 not be described 
here, tbut it may ibe useful to pass some comrnents on the Javanese 
terminology as found in a text which deals specifically with the subject 
of metres, the Wyttasañcaya of Mpu Tanakung. This may then be 
helpful for an investigation int0 the nature of Old Javanese poetry. 

The term for syllable is warna and for a line of poetry pada. We are 
told (Wyt 2 c-d): "The number of syllables in a line is what is called 
canda, according to the masters, and when the number of lines is four 
it becomes a (one) kakawin, providing (when? O J mon) they are found 
in a palambang". From this it appears that there is some kind of con- 
trast between kakawin and palambang, and that (a) kakawin can be 
made up of no more than four lines, what we cal1 a stanza, whereas 
the palambang is a larger unit.3 A quotation from the Siwarätrikalpa 
(ed. Teeuw et al. 1969), another poem by the Same author, may help 
(SR 3.9 c-d): "They seemed sad as they let their buds hang down, in- 
scribed with (a) kakawin, the product of a sudden inspiration - it 
was after al1 a splendid place for the wandering poet to compose a 
palambanga (sic)".4 The buds of the pandanus have writing on them - 
something jotted down by a poet who had come there on his jour- 
neyings to compose a poem. From this place we can see that what is 
written cannot be extensive; it might be a whole stanza consisting of 
four lines, or it might be a little more, so that the word kakawin in the 
text could be translated with either "stanza" (in keeping with the 
interpretation based on Wyttasañcaya) or simply with a more genera1 
term such as "verse" or "versification" - on the understanding that 
verse in a special form is meant. From many other occurrences of the 
word, the second alternative seems more probable, although it is pos- 
sible that both explanations are correct and that one is an extension 
of the other. Nevertheless, the contrast with palambang(a) remains. 
The term palambang refers apparently to a poem as a whole, and not 
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to a constituent part of one. So this is the actual name of the genre, 
and not kakawin. Let us try to discover a little more about this kind 
of poem. 

If we attempt to go beyond a merely forma1 description of kakawin 
and say something about content, then the fact that it is basically 
narrative will already be apparent from its parallelism with the 
Sanskrit "court epic", the kävya. To go even further int0 its nature 
it will be necessary to throw more light on the term palambang 
mentioned above. 

Zoetmulder has already discussed this word (1974: 147-150) and 
suggests that it is a poem meant to be "spread out" on a wooden roof- 
beam. He reaches this conclusion via a comparison of the root lambang 
with other Javanese words, namely lapang, lëbä, lëmbar, lambaran, 
lamba, lamban, and lëbar which, he claims, al1 have a basic meaning 
of stretching horizontally. Unfortunately, these comparisons cannot be 
accepted, as none of them have any etymologica1 relation to lambang. 
The word lambang itself does occur in both Old and Modem Javanese 
as wel1 as in Balinese in the meaning "cross-piece", a technica1 term 
for a certain beam used in roof construction. In Ngaju Dayak it is 
a threshold or floor-joist. Hence his conclusion that a palambang 
is something intended to be written on a lambang - and this does 
indeed happen in poetical descriptions. An example is Sumanasäntaka 
36.4: kakawin ika palambang ring lambang cinacahakën, "the kakawin 
was a palambang incised on a lambang". However, it could wel1 be 
that the poet is playing here with two words of a similar sound and 
that they are not necessarily related. 

A more serious attempt to find the meaning of lambang by means of 
comparative linguistics reveals that it occurs in two more Austronesian 
languages from somewhat further afield, namely Cebuano Bisayan and 
Mandar.5 From these it rnappears that the basic meaning of this root is 
probably "linking up", that is, a connection or crossing over from one 
side to the other. This is in genera1 agreement with the meaning as 
found in Javanese architecture. 

However, so far there seems to have been no attempt to associate 
palambang in Old Javanese with another Modern Javanese word, 
pralambang, which means "secret or deep reference, allusion" and is 
sometimes translated with "prophecy", although "allegory" might be 
a better term. This can mbe applied to literary works such as the Serat 
Centini, which has been called a prelambang (sic) ngèlmi (Winter 
191 1:360) because of its deep religious nature. Lumbang is also found 
in Indonesian, in the meaning "symbol, sign, badge". 

It is likely that Old Javanese palambang and Modem Javanese 
pralambang are related, and indeed have the Same meaning. There are 
examples tfrom Modem Javanese where the prefix pra- is "een deftige 
nevenvorm van het voorvoegsel pa-, dat voor sommige woorden wordt 
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geplaatst, vaak zonder dat het verschil in beteekenis geeft" (Prijohoe- 
tomo 1937:116-7). An example of this can even be found in the 
Korawäirama (94.9, where pracarita is the Same as pacarita. This Old 
Javanese prefix pa- forms a noun with the meaning of "the act o f . .  .", 
alongside a verb with prefix ma- (without nasalization). 

In this way we arrive at the proposition that the Old Javanese poem 
called palambang may be an allegory or contain hidden allusions. But 
in fact this is not a new idea. With regard to the kakawin Arjunawi- 
wäha, written by Mpu Kanwa some time between 1028 and 1035 
under King Airlangga, the theory has been put forward (Berg 1938) 
that it can be regarded as an allusion to Airlangga's career, or may 
even have been written especially for the celebration of his marriage. 
The title means "The Wedding of Arjuna", so that Airlangga would 
have to be identified with Arjuna in the story. A comparison between 
the adventures of Airlangga and Arjuna is made possible only by the 
existence of another source of information from the Same period, 
namely the inscription called the Calcutta Stone. Although the sug- 
gested identification does have comething to recommend it, not al1 
scholars were willing to accept it, perhaps because it could not be 
proved and might after al1 turn out to be an isolated coincidence. 

However, if it is possible for one specimen of the genre to be an 
allegory, then it should be possible for others as well. And in fact 
J. van Lohuizen-de Leeuw (1956) did point out that the identification 
of historica1 personages with ones from epic or mythology was not 
unknown in the Indian kävya literature, so that it cannot a priori be 
excluded from the possibilities inherent in its Old Javanese counter- 
part. 

This would then also apply to the earliest extant example of the 
genre, the Rämäyaca. With regard to this work, W. Aichele (1969) 
used some "metaphorical" references to particular birds found in the 
later Sargas of the text as a means of linking the work with certain 
dated inscriptions, resulting in a dating of the work in the middle of 
the 9th century.6 From his deductions it would appear that the histo- 
rical hing Rakai Pikatan can be equated with Räma in the story, Rakai 
Kayuwangi with Räma's younger brother Lakcmana, and hence their 
enemy Bälaputra, last of the Sailendra line to rule in Java, could be 
equated with Räwana, the demonic king of Langka. A point that 
Aichele did not make, however, is that if these identifications are 
accepted for the last Sargas, then they have implications not only for 
dating but also for the interpretation of the work as a whole. It  seems 
likely that the author has given us the key to understanding the 
meaning of his composition only at the end, so that the whole can be 
viewed as a hidden account of how the Saivite line finally conquered 
the Buddhist in Centra1 J a ~ a . ~  

Pursuing this line of reasoning, let us look at some works from a 
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somewhat later period, the second half of the 12th century. An early 
work of Mpu Panuluh is the HariwangSa (ed. Teeuw 1950). This, the 
poet says, is intended as praise of Wisnu (1.2), who formerly incarnated 
himself in the world as King Kysna (2.1). And so the story is about 
Kysna and how he abducted Rukmini on the eve of her marriage to 
King Cedi. Later, however, Wisnu incamated himself in Java in the 
form of King Jayabhaya, with the aim of restoring it to its full glory 
(53.4). If both Kysna and Jayabhaya are incarnations of W.isnu, then 
perhaps the Kys~a  of the story and King Jayabhaya are to be equated. 
This Same idea is to be found in a mature work of the Same author, 
the (unpublished) GhatotkacäSraya, where he states that his king, this 
time Jayakyta, is in truth Wisnu, who in former times was Kysna and 
has again taken on a human form as a guardian of men (1.3). But then 
he becomes even more explicit, saying that he is going to compose a 
tale of Arjuna's son, Abhimanyu, "Though it is the illustrious &?na 
who should be followed in the story, as his actions are comparable to 
the king's as the auspicious patron" (1.6). Kysna does play a part in the 
story, although not a major one, so that it is quite possible that he is 
meant to be identified with the ruling king. In that case perhaps the 
main characters, Abhimanyu (his nephew) and Ksiti Sundari (his 
daughter), have to be identified with members of the royal family - 
but unfortunately we know nothing of them or of the adventures they 
may have had, as the sources for this period of Javanese history are 
very meagre. 

Another example from the Same period is the Smaradahana, written 
by Mpu Dharmaja (ed. Poerbatjaraka 1931). This is the story of the 
burning of the God of Love, Käma (also called Smara) by the god 
Siwa and his subsequent restoration to life. At the end of the poem it 
is said explicitly that the god Käma has now become incarnate in the 
world as King KämeSwara (39.1) and his wife as the queen, and that 
they rule in Dahanaräjya (39.2), which can be identified with Daha 
(Kadiri). This shows that we are to see the historica1 personages in 
the mythological ones described in the poem. 

Returning to a discussion of the term palambang, a deeper insight 
into the nature and funcbion of the genre may be gained if we interpret 
it as meaning "a linking or going across". This naturally implies two 
sides or parts to be linked. These are then on the one hand the events 
as told in mythology, and on the other the events as known to the 
author from history or current happenings. What the palambang does 
is to create the link, by identifying the one with the other. The text 
has an obvious, literal, meaning, but also a hidden one, clear only to 
those who know which identifications have to be made. A form that 
occurs in a few places is palambanga, i.e. palambang with the suffix 
-a which expresses possibility or futurity. In the light of the meaning 
suggested for the term palambang, this can be explained as "a potential 
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linkJJ, that is to say, an allegory that takes on a significance alongside 
the literal meaning only when one has made the necessary identifica- 
tions and has found the hidden key. 

In many cases the subject-matter of kakawin has been taken from 
the epics or puräcas which, as proposed above, have the nature of a 
mythology of Javanese kingship. The casting of human actors in the 
roles of divine or mythological characters probably has the function 
of explaining the meaning of some turn, either for better or for worse, 
in the course of the human actors' lives. This may wel1 have involved 
some degree of "interpreting" the events, that is, of casting them in 
a particular light, primarily for the benefit of one's king and his family, 
in the hope that they would enjoy prosperity, victory and long life. 
The wishes expressed lby poets plainly refer to the future condition of 
the king, a condition of welfare that the poem itself is thought to 
bring about, presumably by means of the link that it forms with the 
power of the gods and mythological iigures. One can perhaps see 
here a connection with the activities of the prehistoric widu on the 
one hand, and on the other those of the dalang of today when he 
performs a story containing an allusion (pasemon) to living persons 
and events in their l i ~ e s . ~  

In this way the connection between the Old Javanese palambang, 
a kind of poem, and the Modern Javanese pralambang, an allegory, 
beoomes clearer. But not al1 kakawin is explicitly termed palambang, 
and it can be argued that the characteristics of certain examples should 
not be generalized and applied to al1 examples of the genre, although 
on the other hand it might have been understood without having to 
be stated, or at least have been included among the possibilities. 

The hypothesis that allegory is one of the characteristics of kakawin 
wil1 have to be tested in individual cases. Let us try to explain the 
meaning of one of the great classics of the Kadiri period. A work that 
offers itself because of its outstanding quality, its interesting contents 
and the fact that it has not yet been adequately discussed or analysed 
(or even edited and translated) is the Sumanasäntaka. We shall have to 
find out when and where lit was written, and what it is about, and 
then see whether an interpretation presents itself. 

The author of the Sumanasäntaka is Mpu Monaguna. At the end 
of the poem he mentions as his teacher Sri Warsajaya. Zoetmulder 
(1974:303-306) has identified this person with the Sri Jayawarsa 
Digwijaya Sästraprabhu who is mentioned in an inscription dated 1204, 
but who was apparently not the mahäräja of the time; this date falls 
within the reign of Kytajaya (also known as Syngga), king of Kadiri. 
It is worth noting that the name Warsajaya is als0 found in the 
Kysnäyana, the work of Mpu Triguna; this, combined firstly with the 
similarity between the names Monaguna and Triguna and secondly 
with the title Sästraprabhu, "Lord of LettersJJ, found in the inscription, 
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suggests that the court where these two poems were written was a 
major centre of literary work. 

The inscription referred to is the charter of Sirah Keting.9 Something 
that Zoetmulder did not tell us is where Sirah Keting lies. In fact it is 
not in the region of Kadiri at al1 but many miles away, not far to the 
south of Ponorogo. There is still a pool there, and the site was ap- 
parently a bathing-place in Hindu times. It should ~be pointed out 
that Ponorogo lies to the west of Mt Wilis and Kadiri to the east - the 
road between them runs through hilly, wooded country. Hence it 
seems possible that the court of Jayawarsa (to take that form of the 
name) was somewhere in the region of Ponorogo rather than Kadiri, 
and that it should therefore be seen as separate from the court of 
King Kytajaya, itself also a centre of literary activity in the same 
period. 

The story found in the Sumanasäntaka is in broad outline as follows 
(see Zoetmulder 1974:298-305). The heavenly nymph Harini was sent 
by the god Indra to distract the sage Tlnawindu from his asceticism, 
but when she tried to do this he became angry and cursed her: she 
would not retum to Heaven but would die and be reborn as a human 
being. However, seeing her distress at this he relented a little and 
decreed: 

"Your beloved from etemity will be bom as a handsome man of 
the Solar Race, 
For King Raghu has a son, imitating the fame and good fortune 
of other lands, 
Prince Aja, a youthful warrior, the ornament of Raghu's realm, 
never yet smitten with the pangs of love, 
But even so, you are to be his queen, you will marry again and he 
will love you. 
However, let my favour to you be that you w$ill not have a human 
form for very long; 
You will share the kingship with Aja, and the happiness of the 
whole kingdom will be made one. 
Even so, when you have left behind one son, then you will return 
to Heaven: 
A flower of the sumanasa will be your death - that will put 
an end to my curse." (Canto 7, 22-23) 

Harini died and was reborn in Widarbha as Indurnati, daughter of the 
king of the Kythakeiikas. The king and queen died when she was 
12 years old; then her brother Bhoja succeeded to the throne. After a 
while it  was time for her to be married, and so a "bride's choice" was 
arranged and the neighbouring kings were invited to attend. King 
Raghu of Ayodhya allowed his son Aja to go; he would be attended 
by the young poet Kawidosa. Description of the joumey; crossing the 
river Narmadä; the anticipation and preparations in Widarbha. At 
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the ceremony Indumati passed over al1 the kings one by one and chose 
the last, Prince Aja; description of the wedding and festivities. Aja 
took Indumati back to Ayodhya, but on the way had to defeat the 
disappointed suitors who still coveted the bride. King Raghu and his 
queen were delighted with Indumati; they were her "uncle and aunt", 
as they were al1 of the Solar Race (157.1 1: päman penan). Raghu 
abdicated in favour of his son, to whom a son, DaSaratha, was bom. 
Then while the couple were out roaming a sumanasa flower fel1 from 
the sky on Indumati and so she died. A Brahman explained to the 
distraught Aja why it had to be so. Then when eight years later 
DaSaratha succeeded, Aja died and was reunited with his wife in 
Heaven. 

Although the names of places and characters are Indian, and the 
work is to some extent based on the Sanskrit poem RaghuvamSa, the 
detailed description with which the Sumanasäntaka abounds is pro- 
bably to a large extent the reflection of a Javanese reality as known 
to the author from his own day. Hence one may be justified in using 
certain passages from the poem as a source of information for Javanese 
cultural history. However, it is the story itself, taken as a whole, that 
is of most interest here. 

The main characters are Indumati (the nymph Harini) and Aja, 
who come from the kingdoms of Widarbha and Ayodhya respectively. 
But of these two Indumati is the more important character, as the 
poem is in the first place her story, and this is why the sage Trqa- 
windu's curse, as quoted above, is the key passage; it sums up and 
provides the explanation for the course that events must take. In 
other words, however tragic Indumati's fate on earth may seem, on 
the one hand it was already predestined, and on the other the separation 
her death entails is only temporary, at it leads the way to a final 
reunion in Heaven. 

The climactic event of the poem is Indumati's death brought about 
by the sumanasa flower, and this is reflected in the author's choice of 
title: the Sumanasa-antaka, lit. "Flower-death", i.e. death by means 
of a flower. (In fact sumanasa is treated in Old Javanese as a particular 
flower.) The poem then functions to provide an explanation for why 
this had to happen and to show that it was actually not as tragic as it 
seemed. This is the theme put as simply as possible. 

However, is it possible to take the analysis a step further? If one 
was to attempt an interpretation in terms of allegory, then it would be 
necessary to equate Indumati with an actual princess who Iived - and 
died - in the Kadiri period. At the outset it must be stated that there 
is no information whatever available about the historica1 figures of 
this time and what may have befallen them. Nevertheless, some points 
are suggestive. For example, in the poem there are two kingdoms, 
Widarbha and Ayodhya; these may be interpreted as corresponding 
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to Kadiri and the court of Jayawar+a respectively (whatever its real 
name may have been). What was the relationship between the two 
kingdoms? Of the two historica1 ones, Kadiri was apparently the 
superior, as Jayawarsa does not bear t& title of king in the inscription. 
But if the poem was written at his court then it may represent his 
"point of view". It was Ayodhya where Indumati went after her 
marriage and where she died, so perhaps Ayodhya is to be equated with 
Jayawarsa's court; in this connection we should consider the rather 
explicit reference to the family relationship between Indumati and 
her parents-in-law: they are her päman and penan. These can be 
translated with "uncle" and "aunt", but at least in Modem Javanese 
panzan refers to the younger brother of one's father or mother. So in 
this case Indumati might have been a Kadiri princess who married a 
prince at Jayawarsa's court, the Aja of the story. 

Finally, the sympathetic description of the young poet Kawidosa in 
the service of Prince Aja (see 25.9 ff.) suggests that possibly we are 
meant to see in him the poet Monaguna himself, who claims (183.1) 
that the Sumanasäntaka is the first work he has written, although it 
is Sri Warsajaya who has taught him how - so perhaps he was indeed 
still young. Naturally, a closer study of his text may in time provide 
more pointers for a proper interpretation of it. 

Moving forward somewhat in time, controversy surrounds the inter- 
pretation of another kakawin, the one commonly known as Nägarakytä- 
gama, written by Prapañca in Majapahit in 1365. As far as form is 
concerned, it conforms to the genre in every respect, yet it has been 
remarked that its content is of another kind from every other known 
example. This content is wel1 characterized by the name that the 
author gave his work, namely Deiawarnana, which means "Description 
of the Regions". In this work we find details of the royal family, 
capital, dependencies, royal tours, ancestors of the king, religious 
domains, organization of the clergy and the annual court festival, al1 
as they were at the time of writing, under the rule of King Hayam 
Wuruk, alias Rajasanagara. 

Is there any reason to think that this work is more than what it 
says it is? It is indeed an extremely valuable source for the historian, 
and good use has already been made of it, although much more could 
be made. However, the Nägarakytägama is not written in prose, like a 
history-book such as the Pararaton, but in the form of kakawin. 
Obviously this choice was a deliberate one on the part of the author, 
so we have to assume that there was a good reason for it. 

C. C. Berg (1969) has developed a complicated hypothesis to the 
effect that the Nägarakytägama is a hidden version of the Sanskrit 
Lalitavistara, the story of the life of the Buddha. It is only possible, 
however, to discover this secret by reinterpreting parts of the text, 
according to Berg. I prefer to take a more direct approach, and assume 
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that the text is not in need of correction unless indicated by variant 
readings from new manuscripts, that the text is what it says it is, and 
that the author's claims about his aims are honest. 

The poem sbegins with homage to the Lord, called among other 
things the Mountain King and highest divinity of the various religious 
denominations; this Lord is identical with the king of Wilwatikta 
(Majapahit), whom it is the poet's aim to praise by means of composing 
this tale. Another passage, almost at the end of the poem (Canto 93. 
1-3), is also illuminating with regard to the professed aim of the poet. 
Here it lis stated that the king is the Buddha in visible form and 
Girinätha (the Mountain King, here Siwa), who are using him as an 
incarnation to bring about the welfare of the world; this is why the 
king's excellence is praised by the whole world, praying that he may 
continue to shelter the world for ever and ever. 

From these affirmations it appears that the description of the realm 
as made in the text does serve a special purpose. It is a record of the 
highly desirable condition of the realm at that time - and we have 
good cause to believe that East Java in the second half of the fourteenth 
century was indeed prosperous, possibly more so than ever before.lo 
Such a situation called for an explanation in the eyes of contempo- 
raries, and the obvious cause was the spiritual excellence of the ruler, 
the figure at the pinnacle of the social and politica1 order in Hindu 
Java. This excellence is in its turn a demonstration of the fact that this 
king is an incarnation of the highest divinities - not just the Buddha 
but also Siwa, in keeping with the doctrine of the equality of the two. 
Such is only to be expected, but is here made al1 the clearer by the 
effects that were visible al1 about and are recorded in the poem. 

Perhaps one should add that it was unnecessary to exaggerate or 
falsify the record, lbecause the more accurate and in accordance with 
reality, the more convincing it would be to the audience as proof of 
tlie claims being made aby the poet. In this way the poem points out 
the link between the visible king, Hayam Wuruk, and the invisible 
divinities incamated in him. He is an "allegory" embodied, and so the 
poem is in praise of him, and its meaning is hidden only to those who 
do not yet understand the kind of identifications that have to be made. 
It wil1 be seen that the idea that a king should be equated with a 
figure or figures from the pantheon is by no means unique, but is 
wel1 attested from other works. 

Q 
Two more works from the Same period, the Arjunawijaya and the 

Sutasoma both by Mpu Tantular, also have as theme the qualities of 
the ideal king,ll leading to the conclusion that, in conjunction with 
the Nägarakrtägama, this was an important topic for Javanese society 
in the second half of the 14th century. 

Hence "allegory" may actually be too narrow a genera1 term to 
describe the range of content in kakawin. It is possible that there was 
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a development over time in the conception that poets had of the genre 
or in the use they made of it. Kakawin is still held in awe in Bali 
today, so that it seems probable that al1 such works are regarded as 
having some sort of deeper significance. In later examples this appears 
to have moved in the direction of teaching on religious and philoso- 
phical subjects. 

An instance of this is the Siwarätrikalpa written by Mpu Tanakung 
around 1470. This is the tale of the hunter Lubdhaka, a sinful fellow 
who nevertheless finds his way to Siwa's heaven, thanks to a ritual 
he inadvertently performed on one particular night of the year, the 
Night of Siwa. It seems most unlikely that Lubdhaka should be seen 
as standing for a certain person who once lived. Instead, he stands 
for al1 sinful mankind who have little hope of reaching Heaven unless 
they make use of the opportunity to win salvation offered by this 
ritual. In this way the poem is a kind of propaganda for the efficacy 
of a new rite, as 4ts benefits are available to al1 those who care to 
perform it in accordance with the prescriptions set out there. 

A work from a comparable period and with a similar message is the 
Kuñjarakarnadharmakathana of Mpu Dusun (Teeuw and Robson 
1981); this shows how obedience to the Buddhist Law leads to release 
from the world. Each in its own way, these two seem to be trying to 
put new vigour int0 Javanese religious life, whether as a reaction to a 
new religious stimulus from outside we can only guess. 

IV Kakawin: Theory and technique 
Having said something about what kakawin is and what an author 
tries to do with it, we can now ask how he sets about writing, in other 
words, what method is used to produce something that is distinctively 
kakawin, and by what means this is supposed to achieve the purpose 
in mind. Poetry of this kind obviously has qualities that mark it off 
from prose, but what are they? Is there a theory of poetics or aesthetics 
that is relevant to works of Old Javanese poetry? To answer that a 
poem is a work of art, belles-lettres, or something beautiful brings 
us no further forward, because the answer has to come from within 
the culture concerned, and preferably has to lbe given by the works 
themselves. 

No textbooks on poetics are known in Old Javanese, and Sanskrit 
works on this subject are not referred to. Prosody, on the other hand, 
is dealt with, for example in the late poem Wlttasañcaya, and this 
claims to be based on a Sanskrit textbook. Apparently the poets did 
not find it necessary to set out the principles of poetics in a separate 
treatise, but instead incorporated them in each particular work, within 
the framework of accepted rules and conventional expressions. 

It seems that one of these rules was that the poem should commence 
with invoking a manggala, as this is done in al1 kakawin with the 
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exception of the Rämäya~a. This term means literally "auspicious 
beginning" and refers to either a god or god-like person who is appealed 
to as having the power to bring the work to a successful conclusion. 
He is a kind of patron or protector, but is often distinct from the 
person who actually commissions the work, generally a king or member 
of the ruling family. The word manggala can sometimes be applied 
to something other than a person, but it is never used to refer to the 
introductory passage of kakawin, as scholars of Old Javanese have 
regularly done: e.g. "The introductory stanzas of kakawins are com- 
monly called 'manggala' " (Zoetmulder 1974: 173). 

The association between religion and poetry as seen here is an 
important one. The poet's aim is expressed in religious terms: he 
concentrates on his chosen divinity (whose name may not actually be 
mentioned, simply "the god of gods") and worships him in the hope 
that he will be successful in his efforts to write the poem, and that it 
will serve as a means for reaching the Absolute or a state of release 
from the world. The imagery is that of a devotee who seeks union 
with God, and the poem is the means (sädhana) used, the means 
appropriate to a poet. By way of illustration, the opening six stanzas 
of the kakawin GhafotkacäSïaya are quoted here: 
1. In the beginning the essence of the beauties on which one meditates 

is ~but one and is supremely hard to find, 
But when it spreads round about and pervades the whole world it 
can be discerned in the transports of the mind. 
It is forever being interpreted on the poet's tablet and arranged in 
hyrnns of praise and epic poetry, taking shape in the form of written 
letters, 
And it is the ready means of the masters when they set their hearts 
on release from the world through the mysteries of the muse. 

2. I, too, join in spiritual exercises and endeavour to wield the pen 
with a poem as my observance; 
It is a work of the intellect, but still I insist on trying to find the 
hidden nuances of poetic sentiment. 
This is why I artlessly weave the tale of Arjuna's son - 
Let it be scorned, as its purpose is only to serve as a means of 
carrying me safely home to Smara's abode. 

3. The illustrious king Jayakyta, that distinguished ruler, is in very 
truth the Lord Wisnu; 
It is wel1 known that in former times he was Kysna, and has again 
taken on human form as a guardian of men, 
Because he was anxious lest the world be destroyed and the 
Creator's work be to no avail, 
For when the divine Rudra annihilates it how could the world not 
be swept clean away, if he should not take pity on it? 

4. The proof is that troublemakers were brawling and stabbing at 
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each other, vying in deeds of villainy: 
This is the reason why the Lord Wisnu arose as king to root out 
the evildoers. 
Sure are his merits as Mapañji Madaharsa in restoring the world 
to prosperity: 
Sacrifices and works of charity, gifts and the scriptures are given 
pride of place once again, and the Holy Lore awakens. 

5. Furthermore, his teacher is as the sage W.aspati, accomplished 
and thoroughly versed in the scriptures, 
Immaterial, supernatural, a seer, incomparable in virtues, utterly 
learned and wise. 
This is why the world is submissive and devoted to the king and 
his enemies have fled in disorder and disappeared, 
For the royal might is like fire fanned by the wind in the presence 
of this prince of sages. 

6. There is nothing troubling His Majesty's mind, now that the 
enemies have been swept away; 
At his ease he espouses the arts, to the joy of the poets who sing 
of him in their verses. 
He is pressing and urging me to undertake it, and this is why I am 
composing the tale of Arjuna's son, 
But let it be the illustrious Krsna who is followed in the story, for 
his actions are comparable to the king's, as most eminent patron 
(rnanggala) . 

Despite 'its somewhat unfamiliar imagery, this passage is useful as 
illustration not only of the position of the king in the poem, but also 
of its closeness to the realm of religion; the link between the two 
shows that poetry in early Java is not something mundane but sacred, 
because of its connection with kingship and mythology. 

If the act of composing the poem as a whole is depicted as an act 
of religious devotion, then this applies especially to the hymn that 
many kakawin are found to contain. This is found somewhere in the 
midst of the work, and is an expression of worship placed in the mouth 
of a character, couched in terms of the most profound mysticism. 

Beauty is present everywhere in the world in a subtle form. It 
becomes visible when it takes on the form of the written letters that 
make up the poem. Writing the poem is a spiritual exercise, a means 
of worshipping the deity who presides over the beautiful. Mpu Panuluh 
says that he wil1 be happy if his poem serves as a means of carrying 
him from this world to the one where Smara dwells. The idea d being 
freed from the world seems to be one way of denoting the result that 
the poet strives for - to his way of thinking this is the supreme 
achievement. This then is the theory, but what does it mean in terms 
of the practice of poetics? 

The poem can only be regarded as successful if it is imbued with 
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a quality which, in the passage translated above, is called kalëngëngan. 
In other places the word kalangwan (or kalangën or kalangön) is found, 
formed from the root langö. This is an indigenous Javanese root. The 
basic meaning of langö and ldngdng seems to be a state of rapture, 
being carried away, enchanted, swooning away, out of this world, and 
this can be applied to both the person affected and to the stimuli that 
produce the effect. Kalangwan and kalëngëngan are substantives that 
refer to things which have the above quality, especially natural scenery 
and poetry, and so they are often translated with "qbeauty", or "the 
beautiful". Another derivative from the root langö is the verb mangö 
(probably via the form *lumangö), which means to be in a state of 
reverie, and hence is the usual word for "to muse", i.e. to write poetry. 

From descriptions found in the poems themselves, it appears that 
the best way to reach the state of being "carried away" was thought to 
be to expose oneself to "beautiful" things, and the ones considered 
most conducive are the beauties of nature, as sumrned up in the 
expression "mountain and shore". The poet is depicted as roaming 
through the countryside carrying his tablet and stylus, making a note 
of the turns of phrase inspired by al1 the things he sees about him, or 
else he sits on a rock by the shore meditating. 

The various references to poets, the poems they leave behind jotted 
on unlikely objects, and the broken stumps of worn-out writing in- 
struments are al1 convention, something prescribed for inclusion in 
this kind of work, and yet underlying the convention there is a degree 
of truth, in that kakawins do draw on nature for their imagery. In fact 
the range of phenomena is quite wide and includes rain, thunder and 
lightning, clouds and mist, as well as the rocky seashore, mountains, 
and a variety of trees, flowers and creepers. 

The natural imagery occurs as a wealth of similes and metaphors, 
often in the form of personification. In other words, emotions are 
ascribed to aspects of nature. This is a method of creating a mood and 
underlining the feelings that the human characters are experiencing 
at a certain time; the poet says that nature seems to be joining in what 
the people are feeling. This device is also found in Classica1 Malay, as 
well as other literatures. In Javanese, the technique was inherited 
from Sanskrit poetry, of which Basham has written: "The phenomena 
of the seasons, day and night, birds and beasts and flowers, are 
employed to frame human emotions, or are personified as counterparts 
of the human subjects of the poet" (Basham 1954:416). , 

A good exarnple is to be found in the Siwarätrikalpa (5, 1-2) where 
the hunter Lubdhaka, who has found no game al1 day, is overtaken 
by night and forced to take refuge in a tree: 
1. "Then at the setting of the sun al1 the trees seemed to be shivering 

and shaking; 
They were enshrouded in mist as if wrapped in a blanket, being 
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cold with the falling dew. 
The cal1 of the cucur was softly audible, followed by the weeping 
of the tadah-asih; 
They felt they would die if the moon did not return to help them 
on their weary way. 

2. Al1 the beauties of the woodlands appeared sad at the departure of 
the thousand-rayed one; 
Here the bamboo was sighing in the wind, paying no heed to her 
clothing; 
The weeping of the sundari echoed forlornly in the trees, sobbing 
and pitiful, 
And here the blossoms of the trees were casting themselves into 
the ravines, falling at the touch of the bees." 

The despair of the hunter is emphasized here by the desolate scene 
at sunset, when the whole of nature is feeling sad and apparently 
expressing its feelings in various ways. Something similar happens in 
Canto 6, when nature is depicted as joyful at the coming of a new day. 

While on the one hand personification attributes human emotions 
and actions to nature, on the other people can also be described in 
terms of things from the non-human natura1 world. A beautiful woman, 
for example, can be said to take her charms from various plants and 
flowers. Following is the lament of Har i~i ,  doomed to die on earth; 
she expects her body to be burnt and the elements of which it is 
composed to be returned to their origins (Canto 7, 12-16). 
12. "Come forth, al1 you gods of the flowers just coming lint0 bud - 

here, come and visit me! 
That I may live on in safety, let that be your request to the sage, 
do not delay! 
But if he is immovable, resign yourselves to al1 his wrath and 
accept whatever he does, 
For surely you wil1 lay my body out to be ~burnt on the pyre of 
the wungu flower. 

13. Cast the sweetness of my eyes int0 the ocean, my tears int0 the 
sea of honey, 
Set my fine teeth afloat in the. srigading at the summit of the 
mountain of sugar, 
Release my supple arms to the drooping gadung vine as it reaches 
for the sky, 
And save my slender calves, let the god of the pandanus-bud 
stand guard over them. 

14. Let the flapping of my embroidered kain be gathered up in the 
rustling of the flowers, 
Let the clinking of my anklets wait upon the enchanting tinkle of 
waters, 
Let the loveliness of my unhurried step be returned to the gait of 
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the tiger, 
And let the stifled sobs of my weeping unnoticed descend int0 
the cal1 of the cucur. 

15. Fetch mangunhg galuh flowers and mix them in my tangled hair, 
Let the mimba leaf in the garden be the place for releasing my 
angry frown, 
Hide my plump breasts, newly grown, in the ivory betel-nut, 
And set the pallor of my face adrift in the m w n  enwrapped in 
mists. 

16. Send the swaying of my slender waist to the branch of the as'oka, 
Let the dew on the tips of the grass and the creepers be a place of 
safekeeping for my tears; 
And as for the "bared dagger" of my figure, apply it in a painting, 
And let my sharp nails . . . . . (?) in the rows of my sëkar-taji 
headdress." 

From the above lines it is clear that according to poetic convention the 
shape or colour of a particular plant can suggest to one who sees it 
a feature of a beautiful woman: the gadung vine is compared to lovely, 
supple, bending arms; the ivory coconut or betel-nut suggests full, 
round, pale breasts; and so forth. Thus nature is thought not only to 
represent beauty in its purest form, but it also has the power of erotic 
suggestion, in that it reminds the observer of another form of beauty 
par excellence, woman. The aesthetic feelings aroused by scenery and 
by woman need not, in fact should not, be distinguished. Both lead 
to a state of "rapture". 

Apart from the kind of imagery discussed above, the kakawins also 
contain passages of description, often introduced in connection with 
a journey made by a character through the countryside. The prominence 
and length of such passages suggest that they are included for a 
particular purpose and have a special place in this kind of poetry. 
It is true, it seems, that the poet was at home in the countryside as 
wel1 as at court, and that the circles to which he belonged and for 
whom he wrote, the court, als0 appreciated the beauties of nature 
beyond the palace walls. 

The tender emotions of love have a prominent place in Old Javanese 
poetry; these are not just the delights of lovemaking but include also 
the longings and heartaches of lovers who are separated and must 
think of each other from afar. A bedroom scene is a regular feature 
of kakawin; there is often a marriage, and this involves not just a 
description of the ceremonies but also an account of the wedding 
night. Such an account is largely stereotyped: the princess is always 
reluctant but her objections are finally overcome by the persuasive 
coaxings of the prince, including the singing of sweet songs. In the 
Arjunawijaya of Mpu Tantular, the bedroom scene is set in the 
context of an extensive journey made by the king and queen and their 
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court. Finally they reach the banks of the Narmada river and stop 
there to enjoy themselves. After sunset the queen leaves the pavilion 
to gather flowers; delighted with the sight of her, the king goes and 

l brings her back to the bed-chamber; she is annoyed at this, so he 
explains that it is his passion that made him so eager and her heart is 
softened; they yield to each other's wishes and embrace tightly, but: 
"It would. take too long to describe their great delight in lovemaking". 

Another example of an apparently obligatory element is the battle. 
It seems that every kakawin must contain a description of a battle, 
depicted at length and with gusto, not lacking in a plentiful measure 
of hyperbole: clouds of arrows fill the sky like stormclouds swollen 
with rain, the corpses pile up like mountains, and the blood is like the 

I sea. In reading there is a temptation to pass over these passages as 
tiresome, but there is no doubt that they were regarded as essential 
and have the Same function as other constituents, namely to arouse 
an emotional response, this time one of fear, even terror, and amaze- 
ment at the vast numbers of the armies, the dreadful tumult as they 
clash, the breathtaking magical weapons they use, and the awful 
results. Probably the best word to sum up the intended response is awe. 

Some authors even succeed in including a humorous touch in their 
descriptions. Mpu Monaguna, describing a feast in Sumanasäntaka 
129.1, says that the smacking of the gathering eating was like the 
sound of "heavy rain falling in water". Here nature is again the basis 
of the comparison. Even more grotesque is Mpu Panuluh's touch of 
personification in Ghatotkacäiraya 7.6, where "the belching clouds 
constantly vomited rain. . .". We even find a lightly satirica1 touch 
in Mpu Tanakung's Siwarätrikalpa 6.1, where at sunrise "the birds 
were enjoying themselves among the branches, busily calling back 
and forth, like a gathering of experts disputing the nature of the 
highest truth". And finally, in Bhomakawya 3.38 the pandanus trees 
on the edge of the shore "seemed to be swimming off turning from 
side to side when the tide came in". Would a pandanus really be 
afraid of the tide? 

Each kind of situation or description was considered necessary in 
order to create the whole effect. We cannot agree with the view that 
accounts of natura1 scenery are "exaggerated" and a shortcoming in 
certain kakawins, and neither can we agree with those who found 
some passages "obscene" and hence regarded them as spurious and 
refused to translate them. These days one treats the text as it stands 
as something given and bases the discussion on that. 

So far, we have considered the kind of story chosen for kakawins 
and the possible motivation that may have inspired the poet to arrange 
it as he did; further we have looked at the scenes that are evoked, 
whether these be in brief allusions or in extensive descriptive passages. 
But a poem is more even than this: there is a third level on which it 
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works, namely the way the words are chosen and arranged in com- 
bination. The poem is the sum-total of al1 three of these aspects, which 
can be given the names "narration", "imagery", and "music". While 
Zoetmulder gives a lengthy account of the natura1 images found in 
poetry, and gives a full treatment of the metrical schemes used in 
kakawin verse, the question of diction and recitation gets no attention: 
in fact nowhere is it said that Old Javanese poetry is intended for 
performance. This does not do justice to the nature of poetry as 
something more than poetic prose arranged according to a rigid pattem 
of long and short syllables. 

The effect of Old Javanese poetry should depend not just on what 
is being told and how it is told but also on the way it impinges on the 
ear. If this is so, it seems likely that the poet wil1 consciously have 
striven to use words which in particular were pleasing and in general 
were fitting to the genre. Poets tried to achieve effects by means of 
alliteration, and sometimes were successful; this technique is familiar 
from Sanskrit, where it is used more, and the kinds of "omaments" 
(alamkara) are systematized. Apart from this, the vocabulary of 
kakawin probably contrasted with everyday language, in the Same 
way as the so-called Kawi of classical Modem Javanese does with the 
spoken language of today: words are chosen which sound fine, im- 
pressive or sonorous - even if sometimes their meaning is not 
particularly clear. 

As far as recitation is concemed, the first writer to draw attention 
to the fact that kakawin is intended to be chanted rather than read 
silently was I Wayan Bhadra (1937), when he described mabasan, 
the study of Old Javanese poetry in Bali. The practice is still continued, 
as I have recorded elsewhere (Robson 1972), and more recently it has 
been the subject of research by several young scholars. However, one 
still had no way of being sure whether this was not perhaps an in- 
novation, introduced by the Balinese, lbut not in fact reflecting a 
technique of oral performance in early Java. While it is true that no 
tape-recordings survive, on the other hand the nature of the kakawin 
style itself, something under our very noses, can supply the answer. 

In 1958 Teeuw and Uhlenbeck had already made these observations: 
"In die versregels, die een groot aantal vocalen per regel bevatten, 
valt het regeleinde in verreweg de meeste gevallen samen met het 
einde van de zin, in de overige gevallen vrijwel altijd met het 
einde van een woordgroep. Wel komt het voor dat een (lange) 
regel meer dan één zin bevat. . . De woordgroepen bestaan 
meestal uit slechts enkele woorden, zeer vaak zelfs omvatten zij 
niet meer dan één woord" (Teeuw and Uhlenbeck 1958:223). 

This is a subject calling for more study than the above comments 
(whether word-groups do in fact consist of one word is doubtful, for 
example), but what is stated here is highly suggestive in the light of 
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what is now known about the technique of mabasan, whereby the line 
of poetry is broken up int0 word-groups in order to be paraphrased in 
the colloquial. One wonders whether the technique of composition 
was not already designed to cater for such a practice. More light, 
however, has recently been shed on this problem in an important, but 
again frustratingly brief, article by Uhlenbeck on the fundamental 
differences between language used for written and that used for oral 
purposes. He points to the highly paratactic nature of Old Javanese 
kakawin texts as being characteristic of oral language-use (Uhlenbeck 
1979:409). In other words, the fact that the text is intended to be 
perceived by ear rather than by eye obliges the author to use much 
simpler syntactic structures, featuring an "additive and appositional 
sîyle". This being co, we have thus established the oral nature of the 
Old Javanese poetical text, a text that was nevertheless composed and 
transmitted in a written form, so that it represents an interesting 
example of a hybrid in which the marks of both the oral and written 
are combined. 

V Conclusion 
In a line quoted earlier from the Ghatotkacäiraya, the author expressed 
the hope that his work might serve as a means of carrying him safely 
home to the abode of Smara. Here we have in a nutshell the aesthetic 
theory that underlies Old Javanese poetry. Smara (alias Käma) is not 
just the god of sexual love but of every kind of pleasure and enjoyment, 
and the poem is "homage" to him: in other words is meant to satisfy 
aesthetic requirements - to be beautiful and to give pleasure. A 
detailed exposition of the activities of a poet in terms of the erotic is 
to be found in the opening seven stanzas of the Smaradahana, expres- 
sed as homage to the God of Love in his form of King Kämeiwara, 
In short, in his person Smara unites and symbolizes the aims and 
methods of the Old Javanese poet. 

NOTES 

N.B. This paper was originally presented at the Third European Colloquium on 
Malay and Indonesian Studies, held at  the Istituto Universitario Orientale, 
Naples, 2-4 June, 1981. 
1 This can be concluded from Näg 42.3-43.1; from Korawäirama 166.1-4 it 

appears that the Päpdawas were meant to be an example for mankind. 
2 The term kawiiwara is also found; the translation of this is "prince of 

poets", i.e. the senior or best poet, but there are places where a plurality 
of these is indicated, suggesting a possible interpretation as kawi iiwara, 
"king's poet(s)". 

3 KBW 11: 208 s.v. kawi says, referring to this place: "kakawin . . . onder- 
scheiden van palambang, denkelijk een groot gedicht in tegenoverst. v. e. 
klein"; although rather unclear, van der Tuuk seems to have taken the latter 
as the smal1 and the former as the large poem. 
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4 This translation differs somewhat from that given for this place in Teeuw 
et al. 1969. 

5 For assistance on al1 matters relating to Austronesian linguistics I am in- 
debted to my colleague Dr. Robert A. Blust, University of Leiden. 

6 Zoetmulder (1974:231) still adheres to the older view which puts the 
composition of the Rämäyaga about A.D. 930. 

7 These ideas have been set out in my article written in 1978 for the Indian 
journal Southeast Asian Review, under the title 'The Rämäyana in Early 
Java', but still unpublished. 

8 The most recent comments on this subject have been made by Ras (1976: 
65), in connection with the history of the wayang. 

9 This is the form of the name found in the scholarly literature, but the local 
people insist that it should be Sirah Keteng (2 x pepet). 

10 I have commented on the effect of economic conditions in Java of the 
Majapahit period in an article entitled 'Java at  the Crossroads, Aspects of 
Javanese Cultural History in the 14th and 15th Centuries' in BK1 137-23, 
1981. 

11 These two works have been studied in recent years in the Department of 
Indonesian & Malayan Studies, University of Sydney, under the leadership 
of Professor P. J. Worsley, but at the moment of writing I have not yet 
seen any publications flowing from this work. 
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